If we observe a source created through Forum-posts, full of links to external sites like Twitter, how many of the links are still valid a year later? This is the story of the Q-drops and the QAnon-movement.

How many links are DEAD?
The Q-drops were created between October 2017 and December 2020. Of all links to Tweets in this material around 53% are actually not working today. Linked material is one of the main building blocks of content today – especially in material retrieved from forums. Links provides context and are used as evidence in discussions. Telling us who said what, when. For a researcher interested in internet-based extremist movements this loss is a disaster comparable to a destroyed archive.

Introduction
The QAnon-movement, a conspiracy theory and political movement who gained fame in the storming of the Capitol in Washington D.C in the beginning of 2021, sees the messages from the source “Q” as their most important source of information. “Q” has posted short messages on different message boards (4Chan, 8Chan etcetera) since October 2017. The messages comment on contemporary political events and claim to foresee political development. Who the source, “Q” is, is not known, although speculations exist on the internet.

Theoretical outline and analysis
Pioneers of the information society, as Vannevar Bush and Ted Nelson claimed creating links between bodies of information as the main benefit. Using GNU/Linux tools as GREP and AWK I have extracted and counted Twitter links and assessed the content quality of the Q-drops by investigating how many Twitter links that are still valid.

Most of my research is focused towards internet culture and digital administration. Recent publications spans over subjects such as loneliness and digital work during the Covid-19 Pandemic, the implementation of GDPR among different professions, and conspiracy theories on the internet.

The first Q-drop posted on 4Chan pol 28 October 2017. Providing (false) information of a forthcoming arrest of Hillary Clinton.

The analysis were performed by adding columns with the status of the tweets. Suspended declares that the account have been suspended by Twitter. Exists that it still exists.

If you follow the QR-Code you will reach an internet-site that I have used as a log book through my research. Here you will find material created during the research, abstract, links, sources, and similar material that will help you to understand and review the work I have done.

The adrenochrome-conspiracy in which celebrities use the blood of children to keep themselves young, is a key part of the QAnon mythology.

Take These Broken Links
Twitter, the Q-drops and the collapse of a digital ecosystem
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